Operating Instructions for use of MARTOR-Merak
Handling and use:

MARTOR-Merak
Fully Automatic Blade Retraction

Blade change button

Blade will automatically retract after cut is
complete - even if the user continues to hold
the squeeze lever.

Easy tool-free blade change.

Unlock the red safety lock by depressing . Squeeze the lever to extend
the blade.

Squeeze lever

Quadruple-use Blade

The blade is released for
cutting by pressing the
red lever.

Perfectly sharpened Solingen
high-quality steel blade for simple
and extended cutting applications.

Safety lock

Cut with the blade into the material

    re is applied when cutting to activate
the auto retract mechanism. It will
audibly click into place.

Blade will automatically retract after
the cut is complete – even if the user
continues to hold the squeeze lever.

...pull squeeze lever out and continue
until it stops. Flip open black blade
cover.

Reverse or replace the blade making
sure to locate it on the pin. Close the
blade cover...

Blade change:

The squeeze lever can be locked,
preventing the blade from accidentally
extending! This guarantees maximum protection against injuries when the knife is not in
use, or during transportation.
= unlocked
= locked

This knife easily cuts:

Useable in any company:

Cardboard (up to double-walled)
Plastic box strappings
Cardboard box adhesive tapes
Foil and plastic bags
Stretch wrap
Shrink wrap
Paper and sheet material
and more.
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*
It is important that the cutter is clean and free from
foreign debris to ensure the safety feature will work
properly.
®

If you have any questions, please contact us.
T.: +49 212 25805-0
F.: +49 212 25805-55
E.: info@martor.de
Please visit our homepage www.martor.com

* Please pay attention to the safety precautions listed in our instruction manual

Engage the safety lock when not using
the knife ( drücken).

Begin with knife in locked position by
pressing . Slide black blade change
button toward back of the knife. While
depressing this button...

!

...and rotate the squeeze lever back
into the handle until it snaps in place.
Unlock knife and test the squeeze
lever to be sure it is working properly.

Waste management of blades:

!

Used blades must
be put into an
approved disposal
container.

WRONG
MARTOR SAFEBOX No. 108000 another novel contribution to SAFETY:
Designed for SAFE deposition of used
blades. To empty the contents, fold the
„outer case“ back by 180 degrees.

The transparent cover can now be
opened and the contents be emptied,
preferably, into the MARTOR USED
BLADE CONTAINER No. 9810 - WALL
MOUNT BRACKET optional.

